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Introduction
The walking model of an anthropomorphic mechanism with
absolutely rigid links has been considered in the researches on
human movement mechanics [1] and in other researches carried
out by the author. The calculations revealed that putting a leg
on a surface originates a huge jolting acceleration [1,2]. This is
why the link model minimizing the impact loads on the human
musculoskeletal system is required. Every step on a hard surface
results in an impact load on a foot of 18-20g of acceleration.
Much of this acceleration is damped due to the foot construction.
Approximately 6-7g is passed to the shin [3]. The forces arising in
the absolutely rigid model stepping on a surface would have led to
destruction of the human endoskeleton [2]. Almost entire energy
of the impact due to the putting leg on a surface is dissipated
in the lower limb [4]. In this research the limb is considered
macroscopically. Let’s assume that the entire rod simulating the
link undergoes deformation, whereas the joint does not [5]. We
propose the model of the rod with variable length. The longitudinal
forces applied along the rod and torques applied to joints allow the
model movement [2,6-8].

Variable Length Link Definition

Let’s define the link of variable length from the point of view of
theoretical mechanics. Our definition should be applicable to rodsystem simulation of human musculoskeletal system, exoskeleton
and anthropo-morphic robot. The link of variable length is
understood as a part of a mechanism between hinge joints. This
part is a straight, may be fairly complex controlled structure that

can change its length along the line between hinge joints, i.e. it can
perform extension-contraction, but it is not prone to bending and
torsion. At the same time, it constitutes a unified dynamic system
within the mechanism. In fact, the skeleton elements are not straight,
- they are crooked. The bone cross-sections are varying. Moreover,
the inner part of the bones has complex multi-layer structure. For
simulation purposes we will isolate the middle line of each bone
and consider an exoskeleton as a structure consisting of straight
rods that can change its lengths over time. We will replace joint
with a hinge to which a required control-ling torque can be applied.
The speed of disturbances arising in a model with absolutely rigid
links is infinite. This is why the impact loads occurring when a
human walk would have spread over all organs, including the brain,
instantly [2]. In reality, this does not happen. Hence, the approach
to simulation of the human walk based on absolutely rigid models
is not adequate [2]. Therefore, we should consider an organism as
a deformable system. The deformity, i.e. the links variability of the
human musculoskeletal system during walking process should be
considered [6-8].

Reasons for Changing Link Length

When simulating the human musculoskeletal system, the
change of the link length can be related to a number of factors:
a) The forces and reactions arising during walking, and causing deformation of bones, and cartilaginous tissues of joint [4,5]
b) Displacements in the joint caused by synovial fluid and
imperfection of the joint form
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c)
The link length change caused by the fact that the bone is
not a perfectly straight rod

d) When the head of the bone rolls over the meniscus in the
knee joint, the link length varies because the position of the rotation axis changes (Figure 1) [9].
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∆l = l − l0 …….. (1)

If ∆l < 0, the rod is contracted, if ∆l > 0, the rod is extended.
The torque M(t) is applied at the hinge A. The torque M(t) controls
the model and defines the rotational movement of the rod. The
movement of a multi-link mechanism is considered as a dynamics
problem of a mechanical system. It is described with differential
equations of the system motion in the form of Lagrange equations
of the second kind for rods with variable length. The variation
of parameters during walking is considered as a problem of
parametrical identification [11] (Figure 2).

Figure 1: The trajectory of the instantaneous rotation
centres (marked with points) in a healthy human knee [9].
In the research [10] it is pointed out that failure to account for
the bone rolling over the meniscus in the knee joint, and consequently for the link change results in injury of the person using an
exoskeleton with an absolutely rigid links. In the same paper, an
equivalent kinematic model based on irregular shaped cams simulating bone-to-bone contact in the human knee joint was proposed.
The shape of the cams was obtained by identifying the instantaneous rotation center. The video observation used as the basic measurement instrument allowed obtaining the information about the
instantaneous rotation center movement in the knee joint. Therefore, the length variation of the link is related not only to the forces
and torques applied to it during movement, but also to the limb geometry. The limb length depends on the relative position of the human musculoskeletal system links. In order to effectively describe
the link length variation in response to various factors we should
consider the model of the link with a variable length as a function of
time. All parameters, such as angle of rotation, length, the position
of the mass center of the link, are the functions of the time:

Φ = Φ (t ), l = l (t ), ∆l = ∆l (t ), Cl = Cl (t )

Description of Variable Link Model
As such a model, let’s consider the model of the link with
variable length. Consider a rod with variable length shown in the
figure 2, where Φ - the angle of the rod rotation, Сl0 – the initial
position of the rod mass center, Сl – the current position of the rod
mass center, l0 – the initial length of non-loaded rod, l – the current
length of the rod during motion. The rod length change can be
described as:

Figure 2: Variation of the rod length in the process of its
motion.
Generally, the problem of parametrical identification is solved
with the state space expansion method. In the considered case of
n-link mechanism we will assume that the rod lengths li(t) (i = 1, …,
n) are additional degrees of freedom, i.e. generalized coordinates.
The link length l varies as a result of applied forces along the
rod which either extend or contract it. We assume that l(t) = l0 +
Dl(t). The variation of the link length can be implemented in an
exoskeleton model in a variety of ways. The link length variation
can be given, or it can be derived from the system of differential
equations of motion, if the longitudinal controlling force is specified.

Conclusion

Active controlling torques can be implemented as electric
motors with sensors of rotation angle, angular velocity, and
feedback control unit. Active torques apply the required brakes
when a leg is placed on the surface, and also create an acceleration
when the leg pushes off the surface. The energy recuperation
and hence the energy saving is possible when the breaks are
applied during exoskeleton motion. The problem of high energy
consumption when driving an exoskeleton or an anthropomorphic
robot is still urgent.
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